
About Us 

 

Bodo’s Schloss – a bar, restaurant and late night discotheque complete 

with snow covered pine trees at the entrance and an interior reminiscent 

of a lodge in the Austrian Alps, yet in the heart of Kensington 

 

Bodo's Schloss is in the setting being that of a farmhouse, seemingly 

worlds away from the urban hustle and bustle, with smiling staff in 

dressed in traditional lederhosen and dirndls. The result is a fun, 

egalitarian environment where one can either pop in for an “après work” 

drink/bite to eat or sit down to enjoy a relaxing dinner then enjoy late 

night dancing with tunes spun by a DJ in a 70’s cable car. 

 

Bodo’s Schloss’ drink selections include fine Austrian wines and beer 

steins as well as their own brand of homemade schnapps. Fun drinking 

vessels include champagne served in milk urns, shots served on antique 

skis, shared vessels in replicas of ski boots or, for those that dare, the 

signature cocktail in a handmade ice castle carving costing £5,000. The 

food selection is just as fun and diverse, created by chefs recruited from 

Kitzbuhel, in order to produce a menu with delicious, authentic fare. 

 

The element of authenticity does not stop with the food and wine. In 

order to give the feel of an Austrian farmhouse, 300-year-old tiles were 

imported for parts of the flooring. 200-year-old Austrian was wood 

sourced for the interior walls, and also handcrafted for the booths and 

benches for a family-like dining atmosphere.  

 

Bodo's restaurant and late night bar is open from 5pm Monday to 



Sunday. Disco from 10pm Thursday/Friday/Saturday/Sunday has a 21 

years policy. Those who take part in wearing traditional lederhosen, 

dirndl or mountain wear may entitle complimentary entrance. Please 

ensure you arrive in mixed groups and are all presentably dressed entry 

at discretion of the door. Restaurant and party table reservations 

recommended. 

 

From 5pm join us for Feirabend, a celebration of evening. Prost! 

 

 

Hours: Mon- Sun:  18:00-03:00 

Specialities: Dinner, Coffee, Drinks 

Services: Takes bookings, Walk-ins welcome, Good for groups or 
parties, Table service 

Public Transport: Notting Hill Gate 

Parking: Street 

 


